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Introduction

As closed systems of orthoπormal step functions, the Haar's systerr, and
the Walsh's system are well known, [1], [2], [3]. In this paper, we shall see
a rather general system of orthonormal step functions, including the above two
systems.

In § 1, we define a system of orthogonal step functions, as well as other
definitions, and shall see the completeness in C and in ZΛ

In § 2, an estimation of Fourier coefficients (with respect to the above
system) of a continuous function is studied.

In § 3, the Lebesgue functions of this system are estimated, and as its
corollary, some convergence properties of the Fourier expansion of a function
are studied.

In § 4, some summability properties of the Fourier expansion of continuous
functions are studied, and finally we shall show some examples of the above
system,from which it is seen that the Fourier expansion of a continuous function
is not necessarily C-summable at some point.

Finally, the author should be grateful to Prof. T. Kawata for his kind
assistance and instructive suggestions for this article.

§ 1. Construction of a system of orthonormal step functions.

In this papar, the treated space is a bounded closed interval of real
numbers. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the interval is the
closed interval [0, 1].

DEFINITION 1. A division system D is a infinite sequence of divisions
Dn of the interval [0, 1], with the following properties.

1. If n>m, then Dn is a subdivision of Dm.
Z The length of the longest piece in the division Dn decreases to zero

as n increases.
For convenience, we regard that the notation Dn denotes the set of all

pieces which appear by all divisions up to the n-th division, as well as the
n-th division itself. There will be no confusion. Each piece in Dn is assumed
to be a half closed interval including the left end point except the most right
piece which is closed.

The length of the longest interval in Dn is denoted by \Dn\, and the length
of the shortest interval in Dn is denoted by QDn). The number of intervals in
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On is denoted by En. The interval in Dn is denoted by a°° or simply by a,

and when we have to show that the interval contains a point x, it is denoted

by α ° ° ( » or a{x). The length of α C ί °O) is denoted by \awQx^ I. The

notation atQl0 may also be used to denote an interval in Da, where the suffix

shows the number of an interval in Da, which is properly numbered, for

instance, numbered from left.

The set of all step functions which have constant values in each interval

in Dn is naturally regarded as an ^-dimensional vector space. We denote the

set of all those step functions by Da.

2. Now we shall construct a system of orthogonal step functions. Let

<piθ) be any normal function (e.g. the L2-norm of <pi(X) is equal to 1) in

Si. When for any i such that i < k^Ei, φi(^x) is defined in DL we choose

a function φ/c (arbitrary, if there are many) in Dι, in such a way that φ/c is

normal and is orthogonal to every φu

After these processes, we shall get a set of £Ί functions φι, φ*,'~φKΛ, which

form a complete coordinate system in the vector space Di. These functions φ/c

are also regarded as the functions in Dz. We choose a normal function as

<P&n+i from D2, which is orthogonal to every φk.

Continuing this process, if φ^x) is defined, for any i <k, En — 1 ^k<En,

then we choose a normal functions <p/eQx) from Da, which is orthogonal to

every preceding function φ^x), and after every φkQx'), k^En, is defined, <PEn+ι is

chosen from Da+ι as before.

After such inductive choice of c^OO, we shall get an infinite sequence of

functions

We denote this sequence by Ψ.

Every φk(ix) is normal, and is orthogonal to another. If En~i<k<lEa, then

φ/c EΞ Dn, and the set of all <£/,(#)> whose index number is equal to or less than

En, makes a complete coordinate system of Z£/ι-dimensional vector space Dn-

3. Examples. Let Di be the set which consists of only the undivided

whole interval [0,1], and Da ba the Qn—l)-th diadic division, namely, the

division by the dividing points p/2n~ι, where p's are positive integers less than

If we construct Ψ on this division system with a restrictive condition that

the absolute value of every function is constantly 1, we shall get the Walsh's

system of step functions, disregarding some unessential change of the order of

functions, and the change of signs of functions.

We arrange all proper irreducible diadic fractions in the ascending order
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of the magnitudes of their denominators, and in the case when their denomin-

ators are equal, in tha ascanding order of the magnitudes of their numerator.

That is, put

A;=(2 m-l)/2*» i = if 2, 3 ,- ,

where 2mί is the least powar of 2, which is equal to or greater than /, and

Then for any integer /, there corresponds a proper irreducible diadic

fraction Ai = (2 nt-X)βmi, with the following condition;

If i<j then nn<mj

or mi — ms and m<nj.

Let Dι be the same division as the previous example, and Da be the

division by the dividing points A\, A*,-, An-u The Haar's system is a system

Ψ coi^ructed on this division system. About this system, it is remarkable

that every En is equal to n,

4. Let / ba an integrable function Cnot necessarily in Z,2). The n-th mean

function /C/° of/ is defined as

L CD
that is, the value of fcx~) is the mean value of / O ) in the interval a c ? 0 ( » .

Let

then

But then, since in each interval α / 7 0 , the integrand is constant,

«* =

where 7PC?I:>, and <pntP deonte the constant value of Z^0, and <pk9 respectively in

the interval aP

w .

Now by the equation Cl),

which shows that the &-th Fourier coefficient1^ of fQx') is equal to that of

1) By the terirπ, Fourier coefficients, a Fourier expansion, etc. we mean those with
respect to the sysem Ψ. In the ca- e when we say about the usual Fourier series, we
particularly call it the trigonometric Fouries series.
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7^°O), where k<LEn, that is, if k^J

ak =

Now, since the set of the functions φifφ2,"'9^sn makes a complete coordinate

system of the vector space Dn, and since / ^ ELD-Π,^ can be repressnted as a

linear sum of the functions #1,<P2, ,^^/ι, that is

But, multiplying <̂Λ to the both terms and integrating from 0 to 1, we get

t= ^ fit)φkit)dt.

Hence && is the &-th Fourier coefficient of /CAT), and the JEW-th partial sum of

Fourier expansion of fix) is equal to the n-th mean value function.

Especially when fix) is continuous, sup I/O)—/O)°°l becomes to zero

uniformly as n increases. Hence

THEOREM 1. The En-th partial sum of the Fourier expansion of a

continuous function fix) uniformly converges to fix) as n increases.

Hence the whole Fourier expansion of a continuous function fix)

converges to fix) by Z,2-norm. Since the set of continuous functions is dense

in L\

THEOREM 2. The system Ψ is complete in L2.

By the way, it is a direct corollary that the Fourier expansion of a

continuous function fix) by the Haar's system uniformly converges to fix).

§ 2. Fourier coefficients of a continuous function.

1. First we notice the following:

If k>En, then φk is orthogonal to every φ/b; h^En. But since the set of

functions <Pi,̂ 2, , <Pπn makes a complete coordinate system of the vector space

Dn, φk is orthogonal to every function in Dn. Especially, the characteristic

function #α°° of an interval in Dn is contained in Sw. Hence φk is orthogonal

to it, and hence

Jβoo *>*(/>« = J v*COx«wCOΛ=0. (2)

2. From this fact, we can get some estimation of the absolute value of

Fourier coefficients of a continuous function.

Let fix) be a continuous function with the modulus

ωidj) = sup !/O+/*)-/O)l. (3)

Assume that En<^k<En+i, and put
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= [* fit)<pkit)dt

then

T the

\a/c =

equation C2)

^ ω<L\D»\9f
~ 2

2

l/2xCsup

(f)φk(Γ)dt

/C )̂ +

=

1 1 Λ/

inf /C*D),
aP

,(IΛ|.O ^ f
2 P=1 1-

Hence

THEOREM 3. // k>En9 then

\tit)φtit)dt ωj \Dn\,

§ 3. Lebesgue functions and some convergence properties.

1. In this chapter, first we shall sea the following estimation.

THEOREM 4. // En-ι+m ^ En then,

— I ^ j «
I C4)

,Λ_1+. c o

The proof of these two estimations will be established by quitely

similar methods, and so, we shall prove the second inequality only.

C5)

The proof of the inequality (5). For the convenience's sake, put

when / (Ξαf \

En = /, En-X = /',= aQi I a

= akq

C6)
and let

Then

9 = 1
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is to be estimated under constant ag's and variable dkq's.

First we fix constants Sg= ±1, where £ P =1, and determine the maximum

value of the expression

then, by suitable choice of the signs of £g's, we find an 6?-free estimation.

There are restrictive conditions on the domain of the variables dkq;

i

^>JZ<1 dkQ dhq = dkk, (9)

^jxq akq = 0. (10)

CWe use the expression q e s, instead of aq

C7° d α/ra~i;), for simplicity.)

Hence the domain of the variable vector (all, ^i2 ,α/^ ) is compact, and

the Lagrange's method to determine maximum value is applicable.

Now we are to find the maximum value of the expression,

F — 5 ] <Xq8q 2 J akP akfi -1-Λ*A [j^jF-q aki ah<2 — Λ̂A ) + -ηkί ^]ocq atΛ (11)

under variable akQ and variable parameters λkh und ytcq.

Differentiate (11) by aicq> then

Fakq — Opq S i CtrSrdfcq + Oίqζqdkp

λkhOίqClhq + λkkCίqClkq + ^ ( X ? = 0 . (12)

Summing up with respect to qξΞs, we have by (10),
i

Bsi ^ j (XrSrdkr + dkp ^j OLq^Q + ββψs = 0,

from which

Now, multiplying ajq to (12), and summing up about whole q, we have

djp X OίrSrdkr + ^ j OίgSqdkqdjq

~^~ ' ';„ ^ / ί Λ X I _ Oίqdjqd/iq + λkk J>Λ CCqdjqdkq

Putting j = k

λkk = — dkφ ^ j (XrSrdkr. (15)j

Putting y = /z

= - Qdkp 2 OCrSrdkr + tf/fcp^J Oiqξqdkq). (16)
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Put (13), (15), and (16) into (12). Then we have

dpq y i OίrSrdkr -f- OCpSpd/cp

= Cίq Si dhpdhq y• t CίrCrdkr

+ OLq dkq J>J dhp ^>j OίrSrdkr (17)

+ OLq βs idkp ^>j OLrCr +Ost ^ii OCrtrdkr).

Now let us set
7 m

< 7 = 1 Λ — 1

which is to be estimated, and put
m

Σ 2 Λ ΓΛCXΛ

d ki = -A. LA^J

In (17), putting ί = ^ , multiplying Λ/yΛ and, summing up about k, then, by

the expression (18) and (19), we get

X+ dp A = 2aP AX+ apβ-1 A lEχotrεr + aP β 71 X

which is,

( < - /̂T1) X = A (2X + /371 2 α ^ Γ - 1). (20)

On the other hand, multiply £,«*„ to (17) and sum up about q and k. Then

* + A = JΪ2+Λ yr (y]1 cί^ωΛ +A 2 ' ' ft

To calculate A Σ " * ( Σ α ?^ f l A ? Γ» w e P u t ί = ^ m C17) and put in order

then

which is, by (20),

= dkpX QQcΓp

ι - ft"1) A-1 - 1).

Hence

A S t OίrSrdkr =

Squaring both sides, and summing up about k, we have

(We may assums that A φ 0, since otherwise X = 0).
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Put (22) into (21). Then

X + A = 2X* + A Σ ^ ft"1 ( Σ a ^ ) 2 + ft"1 Σ
1 V yes ?e£

That is
Ail - Σ*' A"1 (Σ<W)0 = X (2X + βf Σ

which is, by (20), equal to

Qa;1 - / 3 " 1 ) * 2 . (24)

Eliminating A from (20) and (24), we get

c < - /3,-1) - Σ | ' β l ̂

Hence

or, since Σ ^ > - (^ - 2αP), we have
Qee

XS1/2 [2 -2ft ι α P + ^ ^

which is the proposition of the inequality (5). Q. E. D.

2. Now if a continuous function /(#) has the modulus of continuity ω(δ, / ) ,

that is,

1. u. b. 1

and if |D»| = 6 < ^, then

= f t ? CW(
where £(/) is a function of x such that

If CO
Since

f /^CCf /^CCO ^ CO ̂  = 0 for k > En,
J 0

have £/(O Σ ^ U l +we £/
^ α, Cf, /)

^ ω QS, tyiβ [2 + v'5

where it is assumed that Λ: ^ΞaP

Cn:> Cl af71'^.

Especially if ωζβ, /) = KSa, then
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C25)

Now, we define an additional condition of the division system D = {Dn}

Definition 2. A division system is moderate at #, if

1.

2.

where M(#) and Λf(#) are finite functions of x independent on #.

If there exist #-free constants M which satisfy 1 and 2, for every x Cor for

x's in a set), then we say that the division system is uniformly moderate.

As easily seen, a division system is moderate at x if and only if

\Da I/| α<»+1>00 | < APOr),

and it is uniformly moderate if and only if

\Dn\ /Oλύ < Af, where (Z>Λ) = iπf \a\.

Now since 6= |Z>«|, in the inequality (25), if the division system is moderate

Hence the inequality (25) shows that if the division system is moderate at

x and a>l/2, then the left side of (26) converges to 0 as n increases. Since

converges to /(*) uniformly, we get,

THEOREM 5. If the division system is moderate at x, and if /(#) satisfies

the Lipschitz condition for an index a such that l / 2 < α < l , then the Fourier

expansion of /(#) by Ψ converges to /(#) at x. If the division system is also

uniformly moderate, the convergence of the expansion is uniform-

§ 4. Some summability property.

The following theorem is known.

Let <pι, ψ2, "- be any complete system of orthogonal functions in L2(0, 1),

(not necessarily the system Ψ ). If

lim >.

converges almost everywhere, t h e n ^ ^ jakφkξx) is C-l summable almost

everywhere.

The following lemma and its proof are slight modifications of the above

theorem and its proof mentioned in [1] p. 190.

LEMMA Let {φ,c} be any complete system of orthogonal functions in U
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CO, 1). //, for some sequence of integers Eι, E2, ",En, ••• such that En+ι<MEn

for some constant Mt the series

converges to /(#) almost everywhere, then the seήes

is C-l summάble to fQx) almost everywhere*

PROOF. We take out a sub-sequence Fi, F2, •• , Λ > — , from the sequence

Eι, E2, ,En,>~, in such a way that

Mn^Fn< Mn+ι.

First we prove that the sequence

where

converges to /(#) almost everywhere.

Since

f)SrJLx)-σrJLx)Y dx=l/n• Sw«K*-1)

Jί

Hence the series

w = l

converges almost everywhere, and so the sequence

converges to zero almost everywhere. Hence

lim 0V,,, GO == urn SF C-̂3 ~

almost everywhere.
Next we shall show that the sequence
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converges to zero.
Let Fn^N<Fn+1, then

But since the series

converges almost everywhere (cf. [1], p. 188), the expression of (26) converges

to zero almost eveywhere, and the proof of the Lemma is established.

If the system {#*} is the system Ψ, and its division system is uniformly

moderate, that is

πr[τ<M>
then obviously JSii+i < MEn, and the partial sum of the expansion of a conti-

nuous function /GO,

^ nak<pkQx)t where au— I /CO^CO ̂ >
Λ ; = 1 J O

converges to / O ) uniformly as « increases, we can state

THEOREM 6. For a systemΨfif En+ι < MΈn,or especially its division system

is uniformly moderate, then the Fourier expansion of a continuous function

/ O ) is C-l summάble to f'O) almost everywhere.

But the everywhere summability theorem, as in the cases of the trigonometric

Fourier expansion, or the Walsh's Fourier expansion, does not hold in general.

We shall show an example, in which the everywhere summability theorem false.

Let D be the diadic division system as that for the Walsh's system Ccf. the

example in§ 1). Let {**(»} be Haar's system and {φk O ) } ^ e the Walsh's system

mentioned in the example in § 1. Now put

φi GO = 1

φ2 0*0 = 1 for 0 ^ x < 1/2

= - 1 for 1 / 2 ^ * ^ 1

and if Q^k<2"-\ n^2t

φ2^k φ = X2n-i+k (2χ) for 0 ̂  x < 1/2

= 0a«-i+ί (2x - 1) for 1/2 % x ̂  1,
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and if 2n'x^

*Λ.* GO = xa -i+A C2*) for 0 ̂  x< 1/2

= ^a"-^* ( 2 * ~ ! ) f o r 1/2 ^ * ̂  1.

Then (pk O ) makes the system Ψ, as easily seen.

Now let fix) be a continuous function such that,

0 for 0 ^ *
00

= 2 O» U > bn I sin 2n+ι πx\ )

where b is a positive constant less than 1, and c θ ) = ± 1 is the following function.

Let ^ o b e a point between 0 and 1/2. There is a <P 2n+k O ) ; 0<:& < 2n which is

not zero at Xo. We choose the sign as the following way;

CnQx^) — s i g n Q<p2n+kQxo^) φ2n+k Qx^) J

Then, as easily calculated,

\f<Lx)<P*-

£ / G O * 2TC

 +2

W+1

+. G O <** = - » "
and

i f C«) <P an+A C^) <ί# = 0,
ϋ

where h^zk, hφ2n - 1 +k, 0^h<2»-\

Hence

£ /Cfΰ ̂  *»•+* C«) ̂ ««+* CΛ:O) rfΛ? = C2»"/2τr.

And we have i 2 % a . + i ^

2TO + 2w-1 + ̂ - l 2ττ

:> 2n~δ δw.

Hence if b is greater than 1/2, then the Cesaro means of the Fourier expansion

of / O ) are not bounded. Hence it does not converge.

This example also shows that the localization theorem does not hold for a

general system Ψ.

By a slight modification of this system {<pk}> we can get a system Ψ\ such

that for any O<Γ#o5jl, there exists a continuous function whose Fourier expansion

by W is not summable at Xo.
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